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Professional educator whose passion for technology and cultivating positive customer experiences inspired a
move into web development. Had a career in logistics while living in India and during the transition to the United
States rediscovered my love for computers through codeup.Looking forward to a career centered around creating
software solutions that fulfill customers experiences thereby leading to business growth

Technical Skills
HTML - CSS - Bootstrap - JavaScript - jQuery - Java SE - Java EE - Spring - MySQL - Thymeleaf - Object-Oriented
Programming - Test-Driven Development - Version Control with Git - Paired Programming

Development Projects
Capstone Project
Full-stack web application built with Java, Spring Boot, MySQL, HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and jQuery
Comrade Snifter
A 3 team web application for socializing over drinks. A visitor can view the top 3 drinks on the landing page and
register for an account. A user can log in, create drinks, edit drink information, rank favorite drinks, and an
administrator can view users & manage users as well as drinks.
Movie Application
A team peer programming project is a single-page application that implements HTML, Bootstrap, JavaScript to
interact with RESTful API. It enables a user to add new movies, edit existing movies, and delete movies.
Contacts Manager
A team peer programming project that uses Java. It gives a user the ability to view contacts in a text file using a file
Reader, add a new contact, delete a contact, search for an existing contact and exit the application based on the
user’s choice

Professional Experience
Teacher
OUMC-Mother's Day Out-San Antonio, TX Sept 2019-March 2020
●

Responsible for educational and personal development for a class of 10 children(ages between 3 to 6)

●

Designed and implemented lesson plans which lead to an increase in cognitive ability with an 80% parental
approval rating

Logistics Coordinator
Transport Corporation of India-Bangalore, India June 2011-Sept 2012
●

Acted as the primary liaison for top 5 provincial clients averaging $30,000

●

Led an aggressive campaign to convert leads into clients that resulted in 15% new customer acquisition

Education

Codeup
Certificate of Completion / 2021
A fully-immersive, project-based, and intensive 22-week Full-Stack Java Career Accelerator that provides students
with 670 hours of expert instruction in software development.
GITAM School of International Business
Master of Business Administration / March 2011
St Joseph's College for Women
Bachelor of Commerce(Computers) / March 2009

